Plant Your Seeds With These Machines
Keystone Potato Planter

This is a machine which does the work right and at the same time with a prize so reasonable that every potato grower can afford it.

The KEYSWEEPER is a continuous harrow, so close to the proper depth, does the raising and even those failures. Does not break the potatoes, easy to operate, and a reliable.

The Drill with the Feed that CAN'T
Sow Wrong

The feed drill machines that have served satisfactorily under all conditions, providing it is an advantage to plant the proper, and the conditions one prefers to afford the necessary seed in the time, the land, the variety, the seedling, and the proper seed. This drill is the practical choice of all working men. Special heavy work that makes for the drill is also made. The drill is an improvement in seedling and the seedling in the feed.

A Positive Force Feed

The OIL, food that is more easily and more equipment to land in the hopper, and the conditions one wants to afford the necessary seed in the time, the land, the variety, the seedling, and the proper feed. This drill is the practical choice of all working men. Special heavy work that makes for the drill is also made. The drill is an improvement in seedling and the seedling in the machine.

HOOSIER DRILLS

Full working parts to afford the necessary seed in the time, the land, the variety, the seedling, and the proper feed. This drill is the practical choice of all working men. Special heavy work that makes for the drill is also made. The drill is an improvement in seedling and the seedling in the feed.

The New

Spring Dresses

Show Details

Delightfully New

With Prices Ranging From $11.50 to $40.00

This season, when the conservation of modern fabrics is required, dresses of wool are exceedingly simple and chic. Those of silk show a more lavish use of material, continuing to the narrower lines of evening. Plain silks, too, and in pretty figured effects for popularity. Because the designs are drawn from no particular period the styles are the most diversified we have had for some time, this being the individuality which every woman desires in her apparel becomes a prominent feature of Spring madness.

Our intimate knowledge of the requirements of women in this community is splendidly portrayed in the charming Dresses assembled for Easter-time choosers.

We welcome your immediate inspection. All artificial materials are represented—Taffetas, Felt Skirts, Stripe Skirts and Novelties—Georgettes, Corps de Creme, wool Cresps, Serges, Pontamas, etc. All prices from $11.50 to $40.00.